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Motivation and Aim: Identification of transcription factor binding sites in genomes 
has been one of the most important tasks of modern biology. the accumulation of a 
large number of ChIP-seq data sets worldwide has led to the establishment of dedicated 
databases, in particular, enCode, GtRd [1] and Remap [2]. obviously, it is necessary 
to perform quality analysis of collected data sets because the quality of ChIP-seq 
experiments can vary significantly. The common practice for assessment of ChIP-seq 
data sets quality is to use well known quality criteria developed within enCode project. 
for example, nRf, PBC1, PBC2 is extensively used to control the quality of alignments 
while IdR and fRiP are exploited for assessment of peak callers outputs quality [3]. In 
addition to these quality metrics we have proposed two novel quality metrics fnCm 
(false negative Control metric) and fPCm (false Positive Control metric) to control 
false negatives and false positives rates, respectively.
Methods and Algorithms: Both developed metrics are based on assessment of transcription 
factor binding sites number with the help of population size estimation approach. In 
particular, for creation of these metrics we used Chao’s method, lanumteang-Bohling 
method, Zelterman’s method and maximum likelihood method. 
Results: We applied proposed metrics to obtain refined data sets of transcription factor 
binding sites and for peak callers comparison of ChIP-seq data sets from GtRd database. 
In particular, the refined data sets allow to perform more reliable comparative analysis 
of position weight matrix methods for binding sites prediction. In the case of peak caller 
comparison, we revealed the following ranking of peak callers, when ChIP-Seq input 
controls are available: mACS > Gem > SISSRS > PICS. on the other hand, the altered 
ranking mACS > SISSRS > PICS > Gem was obtained when ChIP-Seq input controls 
were absent. 
Conclusion: The proposed metrics are appeared to be fruitful for obtaining refined data 
sets of transcription factor binding sites and for peak callers comparison.
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